Primary care workforce development in Europe: An overview of health system responses and stakeholder views
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Highlights

• Comparing the governance of health workforce innovation reveals variation across EU countries.
• Transformations in the GP workforce only partly follow changing population needs.
• Patients with experience in task shifting express overall positive views.
• Primary care reform policies and workforce policies are poorly aligned.
• Health system leadership in creating a people-centred primary care workforce is needed.

Abstract

Better primary care has become a key strategy for reforming health systems to respond effectively to increases in non-communicable diseases and changing population needs, yet the primary care workforce has received very little attention. This article aligns primary care policy and workforce development in European countries. The aim is to provide a comparative overview of the governance

of workforce innovation and the views of the main stakeholders. Cross-country comparisons and an explorative case study design are applied. We combine material from different European projects to analyse health system responses to changing primary care workforce needs, transformations in the general practitioner workforce and patient views on workforce changes. The results reveal a lack of alignment between primary care reform policies and workforce policies and high variation in the governance of primary care workforce innovation. Transformations in the general practitioner workforce only partly follow changing population needs; countries vary considerably in supporting and achieving the goals of integration and community orientation. Yet patients who have experienced task shifting in their care express overall positive views on new models. In conclusion, synthesising available evidence from different projects contributes new knowledge on policy levers and reveals an urgent need for health system leadership in developing an integrated people-centred primary care workforce.

1. Background

Better primary care has become a key strategy for reforming health systems to respond effectively to increases in non-communicable diseases (NCDs) with growing multi-morbidity and changing healthcare needs of the population [[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]]. A recent ‘High-level regional meeting’ of European countries has identified ‘integrated primary care embedded in communities’ as one of ‘the nine cornerstones of a comprehensive and aligned health system response to NCDs’ [12, p.4-5]. Comparative studies have shown that strong primary care systems achieve better health outcomes and better results in relation to both cost-containment and reducing inequality in access to, and accessibility of, care; they also support more effective service utilisation elsewhere in the health system [3,4,[13], [14], [15], [16]].

Across countries, better primary care has emerged as a shared policy goal and a ‘switchboard of resource allocation’ [17, p.853, 11,18]. Yet there is no systematic knowledge of how to create a primary health workforce that is competent and capable of delivering the desired care. We also do not understand sufficiently how health systems can support people-centred and integrated (the terms are used interchangeable) health workforce development, despite overall growing attention to both health human resources and person-centred care [[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]].

Little attention has been paid to the main stakeholders, including the primary care professionals and the patients, and how they may support the workforce changes. In this situation, the twin policy priorities of putting primary care in the driver’s seat [5] and developing an integrated people-centred health workforce remain poorly connected. This hampers a realisation of the opportunities of a ‘comprehensive and aligned health system response’ [12, p.4] and creates fragmented reform strategies with poorly predicted outcomes. Three major approaches to primary care workforce reform can be identified from the literature: organisational reform, professional development, and competencies development.

Organisational reform is the main strategy of primary care innovation in most countries [10,11,29,30]. This approach focuses on how to organise the work of different health professionals most effectively, including innovation in the skills mix. Several countries have established primary care-based teams with different skills to ‘overcome the limitations of single-handed practices and doctor-nurse tandem’ [31, p.21; for details see 32]. A Dutch study specified the organisational dimensions of the primary care workforce. The authors showed that skill mix approaches must be planned and defined in relation to the needs and demands of patients and communities and must be placed in a wider context of the community and environment [33]. It is certainly important to bring contexts into view, yet this also highlights the more general limitation of a reform strategy that puts the focus on organisational reform and pays little attention at the health system level. While caution is needed in relation to simply transferring ‘best-practice’ models, the ‘idea’ of taking the needs of patients and the community into account may be translated in different health system contexts.
A second strand of the literature looks at health professional development as policy lever for innovating primary care. This approach focuses on professionalisation strategies and how a profession can develop new skills to deliver people-centred care. Groenewegen has argued that ‘nurses are the grease in the primary care innovation machinery’ [34] and there is now evidence that both higher numbers and new roles of nurses improve health and healthcare outcomes, including in primary care [(35), (36), (37), (38)]. Furthermore, a review undertaken for the OECD concludes that ‘findings suggest that team-based care models where all providers work to their level of competency and scope of practice may result in higher quality care’ [38, p.45]. European comparative studies add further evidence that the development of new skills can strengthen primary and chronic care reforms [30], while a feasibility study undertaken by the OECD explored indicators for an integrated team-based workforce development across countries [39]. However, primary care is still often organised in professional ‘silos’ and medical dominance is widespread [26,40,41]. The effects of teamwork and task shifting as well as the patient experience may therefore vary when assessed in different contexts. The findings may not always be as beneficial as reform policies suggest [3,42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48].

A third strand of research has focused on competences development to respond to new demands. A growing number of competence frameworks are now available to guide professional development. The CanMEDS [49] framework is the most common one, which has served as a template for many other health professional groups. There is overall agreement that one, if not the most, important underdeveloped competence is inter-professional cooperation. A number of international policy frameworks are available which attempt to strengthen integration and the development of ‘health professionals for a new century’ [23, p.1923,10,28,29], but several problems remain. Many of these frameworks are based on ‘silo’ approaches, and little if any attention is paid to the health workforce needs of primary care, or to the demands of frontline health professionals and patients or their organisations. There is also a need to move beyond competences development and put greater emphasis on capability to prepare the health workforce for working successfully in complex and unpredictable situations and to be innovative [23]

Taken together, there is growing awareness of the need for primary care workforce development and complex changes on different levels [11, p.45,4,23,24,50]. Current approaches are based on organisational reform (with a focus on skill mixes and task shifting), professional development and competence development, and there is evidence that action is being taken on all three levels. However, a general trend of higher and faster growing numbers of specialists in relation to generalists [40,51,52] is a sign that a ‘comprehensive and aligned health system response’ [12, p.4] is missing. There is a need to move beyond health workforce competence development and raise more general questions on capability, including on governance, health systems reform and leadership [(53), (54), (55), (56)]. For instance, Bodenheimer and Sinsky suggest expanding the widely accepted ‘triple aim’ of health systems reform (enhancing patient experience, improving population health, reducing costs) and adding a fourth aim, namely, ‘improving the work life of health care providers’ and taking care of their needs [19, p. 573]. Gauld goes even further and illustrates the failure of the ‘underlying institutions behind health systems’, arguing for ‘disruptions’ in order to reorganise the health workforce, reorient training and ‘place primary care at the apex of professional development’ [56, p. 6].

This article aims to move these debates on by contributing comprehensive empirical data to our knowledge of primary care workforce development. One important innovation is the combination of data gathered in different European comparative projects, which allows us to identify workforce changes in different underlying institutions and contexts and how they intersect and may enhance changes. We align primary care policy and workforce policy to provide a comparative overview of the strategies and stakeholders for building an integrated people-centred primary care workforce. Our comparative analysis is informed by governance theory [57] and an integrated, multi-level health workforce approach [(58), (59), (60)]. We understand governance in a broad sense as a framework for
negotiating policy interventions [40,57,61] and ‘navigating complex relationships’ [12, p.4]. A particular strength of a governance approach when applied to health workforce development is its focus on coordination and integration [58,60,62]. Our comparative analysis is guided by four main objectives:

- to explore from a comparative perspective, the governance of primary care workforce innovation;
- to map the General Practitioner (GP) workforce including their community orientation, skill mix approaches and motivation for workforce change;
- to explore the views of patients on the primary care workforce and changing roles;
- to explore health system leadership and policy levers for developing a people-centred primary care workforce.

2. Methods

The analysis applies a cross-country comparative and explorative case study design. The cases combine material from various recent or ongoing large (primarily) European comparative projects. A comprehensive international monitoring system for the primary care workforce development has not been established, although some helpful information is available from the Primary Health Care Activity Monitor Europe (PHAMEU) ([2], [3], [4], [47].

Case study 1 adopts a health system perspective. A cross-country comparative approach is applied that aligns primary care policy and primary care workforce development through governance. Three basic categories were developed for comparison, namely primary care policy, primary care workforce policy, and health workforce governance and innovation. The latter category needs to be broader than primary care because sector specific health workforce governance is poorly developed in all countries. Specific information on primary care is therefore often lacking. Four European high-income countries were selected for comparison: England, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden. This selection reflects both the different types of health systems and governance models and the different primary care models. The analysis draws on policy documents, public statistics, mainly OECD [26,51,52] data, and other relevant secondary sources [40,63].

Case study 2 provides information on the GPs’ perspective. It uses material from the QUALICOPC study. Data were collected in 31 European countries (26 EU countries plus Iceland, Norway, Turkey, Switzerland and Macedonia). Furthermore, research units from Australia, Canada and New Zealand have joined the study. Data collection focused on three levels: the structure of primary healthcare, the GP practice, and the patients. The QUALICOPC study was not designed to answer questions about primary care workforce developments. However, the results of the study are relevant to primary care workforce developments in relation to demographic and epidemiological changes in the European population. Data on the healthcare system are derived from the Primary Health Care Activity Monitor Europe study [4]. New information was collected through linked surveys among GPs (seen as the main providers of primary care), their patients and fieldworkers visiting GP practices between October 2011 and December 2013 ([64], [65], [66]). Answers to the questionnaires provide insight into the professional behaviour of GPs and the experiences of patients. In each country, the response target was 220 GPs (except for very small countries) and ten patients per GP. One GP per practice was invited to participate in the study. The questionnaires were translated into the national languages of the countries through an official forward- and back-translation procedure and in some cases into the languages of large ethnic minority groups. A total of 7183 GPs participated in the survey and 69,201 patients.

Case study 3 focuses on the patients and their views on health workforce changes. It uses material from a cross-country programme of work, the MUNROS study (www.abdn.ac.uk/munros), which was undertaken to explore the impact on practice, outcomes and costs of new roles for health professionals. The work was conducted in Czech Republic, England, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Scotland, Turkey between 2015 and 2016. The work was focused on patient pathways for breast cancer, heart disease and type 2 diabetes selected as conditions of high prevalence and healthcare burden and representing, respectively, a condition involving elective surgery with predominantly secondary care based follow-up, a condition presenting acutely in secondary care followed by long-term follow-up in primary care, and a condition largely managed in primary care [67].

Following systematic reviews of the literature [68] and ethnographic work [69], surveys were developed to explore which professionals were involved in the delivery of care, the different tasks within the care pathway to which they contributed, the external and internal drivers for workforce change, the patients’
experiences of and satisfaction with care, and healthcare utilisation. Within each country up to twelve hospitals, together with primary care centres in their area, providing care for the three target conditions, were recruited to the study. Surveys, in country language, were administered to healthcare professionals, healthcare managers, and patients, in both primary and secondary care in late 2015/early 2016. Responses were received from 2702 healthcare professionals (948 breast cancer, 1006 heart disease and 748 type 2 diabetes), 811 healthcare managers (251 breast cancer, 301 heart disease, 259 type 2 diabetes), and 2959 patients (1047 breast cancer, 1137 heart disease, 775 type 2 diabetes).

3. Results

3.1. Case study 1: The health system perspective and the governance of primary care workforce innovation

Primary care and the governance arrangements underpinning workforce changes vary significantly between countries, although efforts to improve integration in the primary care workforce can be identified in all countries [4,40] (Table 1). In our sample, England and Germany represent two extremes of primary care provision and policy as well as of health systems and governance. England is a National Health Service (NHS) system funded (mainly) from central taxation and based on more centralised governance with a tradition of universal healthcare coverage and equal access [40,70]. Germany is a social health insurance (SHI) system funded (mainly) by contributions from employers and employees. It is based on federalism, decentralisation and corporatism with joint self-administration of SHI funds and SHI physicians [40,71]. The Netherlands and Sweden are positioned between these two classic types. Healthcare in the Netherlands is organised along the lines of a social health insurance system with more plural governance and stronger state intervention than in Germany but weaker than in England [72]. Sweden has a Nordic-type health system with a strong tradition of universal healthcare coverage, and decentralised and participatory governance based on a more ‘public’ model of corporatism [73].

The primary care model in England is an archetype of primary care [9] provided in centres staffed by multiprofessional teams led by GPs with strong gatekeeping functions. Task shifting and new roles for nurses and for a number of other healthcare providers, for instance pharmacists, have been introduced [69]. In contrast, Germany operates an ambulatory care model based on office-based specialists and generalists with poorly developed team approaches and gatekeeping function, although some pilot projects have established integrated, community-centred models [74]. Importantly, physicians are supported by healthcare assistants as the largest group in primary care, while nurses remain marginal. Consequently, new roles for nurses are poorly developed (and limited to few small local pilot projects). Some efforts have been taken to delegate tasks to healthcare assistants, but no standardisation or coherent pattern of task delegation and new roles exist [40,74,75].

Similar to the health system characteristics, we find the Netherlands and Sweden in a middle position in relation to the primary care model. The Netherlands have established a primary care system informed by integration and people-centredness [10] with more plural provider models, new roles for nurses and direct access to physiotherapists; nurse-specialists also have prescribing rights (although these are not widely implemented in primary care). Introduction of bundled payments for a number of chronic conditions (disease management) has led to the establishment of Care Groups, cooperatives of GPs that contract with insurance organisations for disease management and purchase care from other professionals in primary and secondary care [4,76]. Sweden is also committed to an integrated and people-centred model of primary care with some gatekeeping. Care is usually provided by multi-professional teams in larger centres, but there is variation between the different Counties and between the urban and remote (especially Arctic) areas [16,40].
When looking at the governance of health workforce innovation (with a focus on primary care workforce where possible), a health system related pattern as identified previously, is less clear. In England physicians and nurses are external policy players. Workforce innovation is primarily based on professional development with specialisation of nurses and new roles and tasks (also for pharmacists and some allied health professions). Some integrated governing bodies have been established, although silo approaches remain dominant in relation to physicians, alongside improved health workforce planning, skill mix governance and competence development [38,69,77]. Yet professional development is only weakly coordinated with organisational reform.

In Germany, physicians are ‘insiders’ in the health policy process (based on corporatism with joint self-administration and self-governance), while other health professions largely lack integration and self-governance. Workforce innovation happens primarily through organisational reform, while professional silo approaches remain strong and integrated planning and governing bodies are lacking. Overall, the governance of organisational reform and workforce innovation are not systematically connected and competence development is weak [74].

In the Netherlands, physicians are also insiders in the policy process, yet nurses have stronger self-governing capacities. We find a model that combines elements of organisational, professional and competence development to innovate the primary care workforce, while at the same time the planning and governing bodies are focused on doctors. Sweden is characterised by both doctors and nurses (with other healthcare professions) as insiders in the policy process. Health workforce development shows an organisation-based approach with increasing elements of integrated competence development, community orientation and new roles of nurses and therapists. There are also efforts to improve integrated workforce planning and coordination across sectors through local authorities, yet variation is high within the country ([78], [79], [80]).

3.2. Case study 2: The General Practitioner perspective in primary care workforce development

General Practitioners play an important role in primary care in two ways: in relation to the structure of the healthcare team as the leading professional group in primary care provision and as the dominant stakeholder group when it comes to workforce innovation and developing a community orientation, which is increasingly relevant. To begin with the QUALICOPC study provides information on classical workforce characteristics: age and gender of the general practitioner (GP) workforce [81] and their working hours [82]. In the QUALICOPC sample, which is representative by age and gender of the national GP populations [64], the average age of GPs varies between 57 years in Italy and around 45 years in countries such as Greece and Turkey. In some of the Eastern European countries and Finland around 70% of the sampled GPs are female, as opposed to around 30% in countries such as the Netherlands, Switzerland and Turkey. In many countries, the share of female GPs is on the increase. The average number of working hours (including part-time GPs) is as high as approximately 50 per week in Belgium and Germany and as low as approximately 35 in Finland, Sweden and Spain. In several countries the average age of GPs suggests the need for replacement in the very near future. Replacement of older male GPs by younger female GPs – a reality in several countries – requires an even larger replacement supply because of on average shorter working hours of female GPs. Furthermore, there is a large variation in average weekly working hours, perhaps affecting the attractiveness of primary care for young GPs in some countries.

The range of services provided by GPs is (except for preventive care) related to the workforce development at national level as measured in the Primary Health Care Activity Monitor Europe study [4] and varies greatly between European countries. The range of services has been characterised along four dimensions: first contact care, treatment of chronic diseases, technical procedures, and preventive care. Focusing on treatment of chronic diseases and prevention – most important with a view to epidemiological changes – we observe high involvement of GPs in treatment of chronic disease. Treatment of chronic diseases is highest in the three non-European countries (Canada, Australia and New Zealand) and, for instance, in Denmark, England and Ireland, and low in Slovakia,
Czech Republic and Turkey. Provision of preventive care is overall low, but relatively higher in countries such as England, Slovenia and Germany, and lower in Denmark, Finland and Turkey [83]. The range of services GPs provide has changed over the last few decades [7]. The involvement of GPs in the treatment of chronic diseases has increased in all but three out of 28 countries for which we had longitudinal data, but the involvement in preventive care has decreased in 21 countries. The decreased involvement in preventive care is worrying because of the importance of prevention in life-style related diseases [12].

GPs who provide more preventive services, also have a stronger community orientation and cooperate more with other primary care professionals and medical specialists. Both community orientation and inter-disciplinary cooperation become more important with demographic and epidemiological changes. This links the range of services GPs provide, and community orientation, to the available skill mix in primary care which is important in health workforce development. Community orientation of GPs varies between countries with a stronger orientation evident in the Netherlands, Norway and Turkey, and weaker orientation in countries such as Luxemburg, Cyprus and Estonia [84,85].

Primary care practices in twelve of the participating countries have a median number of one extra primary care profession apart from one or more GPs and in Belgium half of the practices only consist of a GP without support. On the other side of the distribution are Spain, Finland and Lithuania with six or more extra primary care professions apart from GPs [32]. This is related to the extent of primary care workforce development at national level. Larger primary care practices in terms of the numbers of professionals working there may have advantage in terms of coping with the challenges of an ageing society and multimorbidity. However, patients are less satisfied with larger practices, in particular in countries where primary care is less well-developed [42]. In general, however, patients experience better quality, e.g. in terms of continuity of care, when their GP provides a broader range of services [48]. Better access to primary care practices is associated with fewer visits to an emergency department [86].

In addition to these data, the MUNROS study [67] provides further details on a wider range of health professionals (see the next section for details) in relation to changing roles and the motivation for change. According to these results, a majority of health professionals reported that there had been change in the nature of staff roles. This was mostly for non-medical staff to carry out extended roles under supervision. New independent roles were also frequently cited with new technical roles and new administrative roles also featuring. Cost effectiveness and regulations were regarded only by managers as the most important influences on their decisions over allocation of roles. For a healthcare professional personal satisfaction was the dominant motivation to take on a new role.

3.3. Case study 3: The patient perspective in primary care workforce development

From the patient responses, which provided reflections on their care across the whole care pathway, care has shifted more to primary care in some countries than others, and involvement of non-medical staff in primary care varied by country and condition. When considering who they saw at their last primary care visit, a cross-country analysis showed that the physician still dominated, but at individual country level this was not necessarily the case. For example, more patients with type 2 diabetes in Scotland reported seeing a nurse than a physician; for heart disease over 50% reported seeing a nurse, although more reported seeing a physician. In contrast, in Germany few people reported seeing a nurse at their last visit, and all reported seeing a physician. The role of the pharmacist at the primary care clinic also appeared to be growing and becoming more established. Other than Norway and England, small but consistent numbers reported seeing a pharmacist for at least two of the three conditions.

Following exploration of the perceptions of patients about the skill mix of the professionals they saw during their care, patients were then asked to respond to a series of statements about the frequency with which they experienced various components of ‘good’ care. They could respond, ‘almost never’ (1), ‘rarely’ (2), ‘sometimes’ (3), ‘often’ (4), ‘almost always’ (5). Few components scored at the level of
4 or more. The item most likely to score highly across all conditions and all countries was ‘satisfaction with organisation [of their care]’. This item scored highly in all countries, except Italy for breast cancer, Turkey and Poland for heart disease, and England, Germany, The Netherlands, Poland and Turkey for type 2 diabetes. This answer was in line with earlier responses about whether care was team led or co-ordinated across the team. Few of the other components reached a mean score of 4 or more. For example, in type 2 diabetes patients were ‘only asked sometimes about their goals’ (mean scores ranged between 2.8 and 3.7), ‘given a copy of their treatment plan’ (2.4–3.8) ‘encouraged to go to/join a programme’ (2.1–3.0), ‘asked about their health habits’ (2.2–3.9), ‘explained other doctors’ contribution’ (2.1–3.8) or ‘asked how other visits were going’ (2.1–3.8). There were similar scores in heart disease and breast cancer.

Despite these findings, satisfaction with six important aspects of their last visit to the hospital clinic or general practice was generally high. The aspects were ‘waiting time’, ‘care provider’, ‘continuity of care’, ‘length and frequency of visit’, and ‘information provided’ and they were asked to rank these on a scale from 1 ‘extremely dissatisfied’ to 7 ‘extremely satisfied’. There were some differences by country and condition, with patients from the Czech Republic least satisfied of all partner countries for all three conditions, but especially for heart disease. Satisfaction differs between the different aspects of care. Waiting time (defined as ‘the time spent waiting at the hospital clinic or general practice/surgery) consistently received the lowest ratings, whilst care provider (defined as the type of care professional seen) was most frequently rated the highest. The overall satisfaction of patients who had experienced the substitution of the health professional caring for them compared to patients who had experienced no such substitution reveal higher levels of satisfaction remain high by those who experienced substitution (defined for the purpose of this study as including nurses but also other professional groups, for instance, pharmacists and allied health professionals [87]). Although the overall differences are relatively small, it is clear that patients viewed this experience favourably and there is increased satisfaction in some countries and conditions.

4. Discussion

Through the three case studies, our analysis of primary care workforce development in Europe illuminates the topic from different perspectives and in different national contexts. From a health system perspective, the comparison of the governance of primary care workforce innovation in the four high-income EU countries revealed two important results. Firstly, no healthcare system has managed to respond effectively to the need for an integrated primary care workforce. Secondly, there is high variation in the way health systems respond to similar needs for workforce change, which cannot be explained convincingly by health system characteristics and/or primary care policy. No coherent pattern of the governance of the (primary care) workforce is emerging, and this in turn raises important questions in regard to the drivers and policy levers for workforce changes, and the leadership role in these processes [55]. Here, our comparative multi-level analysis provides novel empirical results on the policy levers and conditions that might support the building of a stronger primary care workforce for the future with an emphasis on capability and not merely competence.

It seems that more participatory governance models with multi-professional stakeholder groups and citizens and a combination of tools, like those in Sweden and the Netherlands, may better support the development of an integrated primary care workforce than an organisation-focused and physician-centred model, like that in Germany. The benefits of mixed strategies and participatory governance are less clear in relation to England. Moreover, the key issue seems to be whether and how health systems take action and responsibility for improving the governance and coordination of primary care workforce development. Currently, there remains a dominant trend to delegate the governance of innovation in the primary care workforce to sub-ordinated tiers and different bodies, including professional bodies. This leads to fragmented and piecemeal health workforce policy, while deeper transformations of the underlying institutions of the health systems [56] are often lacking. These
conditions may explain the slow progress and persistent hurdles faced in establishing primary care and primary care professions as the ‘core’ of healthcare systems, despite clear evidence reaffirming their benefits \[1,5,8,11,14\].

Adopting a healthcare provider perspective, it is clear that the majority of care is still provided by the two largest health professions, doctors and nurses (or alternatively, healthcare assistants, as in Germany). But in respect of some conditions and for some countries there is a move away from the traditional doctor-nurse team (‘tandem’) towards a wider team. More specifically, when looking at the GP workforce as a major stakeholder in primary care provision, the primary care workforce seems to be ‘in flux’ in all countries. However, there was large variation in the range of services GPs provide, and changes within this range. The analysis revealed that the transformations only partly follow changing population needs, based on ageing and growing multi-morbidity and chronic illnesses.

Developments such as the ageing of the population and increased NCDs and multimorbidity require a community orientation by GPs, more preventive care and collaboration between different professional groups, and these requirements are mutually related and reinforcing \[12\]. The results illustrate that countries largely vary in supporting and achieving these goals. It is therefore important to develop continuous education and training programmes in order to improve the competences of primary care professionals and help create a people-centred and community-oriented workforce for primary care provision.

Turning to patients, the results reveal overall supportive attitudes to the changing roles and transformations towards more multi-professional teams, if patients have experience with new roles and professionals; positive attitudes on nurses were also confirmed in Canada \[88\]. This is an interesting finding because those who oppose new roles and primary care workforce innovation often argue over quality of care for patients and patients’ demands and wishes. But the results from the case studies suggest that stronger involvement of patients as stakeholders may serve as important policy levers for transformations in primary care in countries with task-shifting policies and more strongly integrated governance. However, it is not clear whether and how stakeholder involvement can promote an integrated primary care workforce in countries with weak or missing skill mix policies, such as Germany.

Synthesising the findings from the three case studies makes it possible to link health workforce development at different levels of policy and governance, and this in turn, provides a more complex picture and novel insights into the policy levers for primary care workforce innovation. Health system reform alone will not be the magic pill to effect the desired changes. For successful change to occur, there needs to be comprehensive institutional change as well as sufficient capacity and political commitment \[25,54,70,89\]. It is important to be clear what such leadership entails when applied to the development of a people-centred primary care work and the skill mix, financial resources and education systems required for it to work, just to mention some of the main conditions. There also needs to be a shift from a focus on structural change to one targeted at the stakeholders involved – including culture and behaviour – and using more complex levers to change culture and behaviour and strengthen relationships \[90,91\].

The results provide new knowledge on the capacity of stakeholder involvement, which suggests that the experiences of stakeholders can be an important policy lever for workforce transformation, for instance increasing the exposure of patients to new roles, or increasing the motivation of health professionals to take on new roles through improving their satisfaction. They also revealed that a community orientation can be part of a medical ‘culture’, and this brings wider changes and more inclusive forms of professionalism into view \[21,91,92\]. Stakeholders should therefore be involved more systematically in the governance of primary care workforce innovation, and importantly, this should happen at all levels of governance \[93\].
4.1. Limitations
The research is novel because it combines findings from various large scale EU projects, and takes into account different stakeholder perspectives and different levels of governance and how they are relevant in creating a people-centred primary care workforce. Thus, the methodological approach contributes to the advancement of comparative health workforce research. However, the research combines findings from projects which are not fully comparable in relation to the conceptual frameworks, the countries involved, the categories and time of data collection. More coherent primary research is needed to deepen the analysis and identify the policy gaps as well as the levers for change.

5. Conclusions
This comparative research has set out to explore the development of an integrated people-centred primary care and primary care workforce policies. The analysis of data from various European comparative projects reveals significant variation in the ways the European countries respond to a common goal of ‘putting primary care in the driver’s seat’ [5] and how they govern the innovation in the primary care workforce. The results also highlight an overall lack of systematic alignment of primary care reform and primary care workforce policy. At the same time, we found supportive stakeholder views and motivation for change in both the groups of health professionals and the patients which offer the potential for further change in future. One important policy recommendation drawn from these results is that a more systematic coordination between top-down policy health workforce development and bottom-up emergent innovation is an important key to primary care and workforce development. The principles of ‘good governance’, namely strong stakeholder participation and transparent decision-making and capacity building [57], may provide helpful guidance for more effective governance.

Another policy recommendation emerging from our research is the need for health system leadership for creating a people-centred and community-oriented primary care workforce. Primary care workforce development is the switchboard for wider transformations [94] to respond to growing NCDs [12] and must therefore become a health system priority following the notion that good care for patients also needs care for the health professionals [19].
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Tables and Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>primary care policy</th>
<th>primary care workforce policy</th>
<th>workforce governance and innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>England</strong></td>
<td>Integration across PC organisations by merging GP practices into PC trusts; some sectoral integration with PC trusts having commissioning responsibility for public health and collaboration with social care</td>
<td>Integration within a medical model with focus on GP-led PC; some integration across professional groups with a focus on nurses; self-governance, academic education, new roles and high-qualified groups of nurses (Nurse Practitioners)</td>
<td>Physicians and nurses as external policy players; innovation though professional development with some connection to organisational change; some integrated planning, skill mix governance and competence development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td>Integrated care framework; integration within medical model with focus on medical leadership and organisational restructuring; primary care reform through pilots and integrated care, with lack of sectoral integration</td>
<td>Integration within a medical model; focus on increasing the number of family physicians; some regional pilots to shift tasks from physicians to healthcare assistants; some small pilots to establish self-governance of nurses; prescribing rights limited to physicians</td>
<td>Physicians as insiders in health policy and lack of integration and self-governance of nurses; innovation primarily through organisational reform with little skill-mix reforms; strong professional silos; fragmented governance of organisation reform and workforce innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Netherlands</strong></td>
<td>Primary care model with some community and needs-based orientation; some sectoral integration; office-based physicians, supported by practice nurses and few multi-professional health centres that also include other primary healthcare providers and social workers</td>
<td>Integration within a medical model with GP-led teams with practice nurses; integration across professions with new roles of nurses and direct access to therapists; some prescribing rights for nurse-specialists</td>
<td>Physicians as insiders in health policy; strengthening of nurses’ self-governance; some integrated competence development; workforce planning and governing bodies with a focus on physicians; elements of organisational reform and professional and competence development are relevant, yet little systematic coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden</strong></td>
<td>Primary care model with community orientation and needs-based approaches; services provided in (mainly) large centres, high variation within the country</td>
<td>Integration within a medical model with a multidisciplinary orientation and team approaches; some integrated competence development; new roles of nurses and therapists</td>
<td>Physicians and nurses as insiders in health policy with public control; self-governance of nurses and therapists; innovation through organisational change with professional development coordinated through local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sources: own table and data analyses, based on information from Blank et al., 2018, OECD, 2017, Kringos et al., 2015; Maier et al., 2017; Kroezen et al., 2011 [38,40,51,52,75].